It’s summertime. It’s Friday night.
The weather’s fine. The stars are bright.
Kat’s planned a party at her place.
It’s getting started. Here comes Ace!
Kat’s invited everyone. The party’s nice ... but not much fun.
The trouble is, it’s just too quiet. Ace has an idea. Kat says, “Let’s try it!”
Kat gets out her guitar and strums. Ace joins in on his bongo drums.
A rooster sings the melody, backed by a cow and a chimpanzee.

Find things that rhyme with sing 🎤.
Then Tallulah Bird, the trumpeter swan, starts blowing her horn, and the party is on!

From out of the pocket of a kangaroo comes a triangle and a blue kazoo.

Find the triangles △.
A monkey, a pig, and two raccoons whistle along while they play the spoons.

Soon everybody is joining in, with a jug or a comb or a garbage bin.

Count the hats: 7, 8, 9
A fox shows up with a big black case. What’s inside? It’s his double bass!

When that bass line gets to thumping, the dancing starts—the joint is jumping!

Find things that are in groups of 2.
The crocodile rocks, and the monkey swings. The ducks *boogie-woogie* and flap their wings.

A lion and a tiger do a cool jitterbug. Man, those cats can cut a rug!
The hullabaloo goes on and on.
They’re jumping and jiving till the break of dawn.
When the sun comes up, the friends all pause.
They give themselves a round of applause.

Find things that are yellow ✭.
They all decide, right then and there, their music’s good enough to share.

“Cock-a-doodle-doo-wop!” the rooster crows. “Let’s form a band and play some shows.”
They’re now on tour, across the land—
Ace and Kat and their Good-Time Band!